A Unique Solution for Protecting

Privacy in Courtroom Environments

The Qt Conference Room Edition

When the judge asks the counsel to approach the bench, he typically wants the following conversation to remain
private. However, it’s often possible for the gallery and jurors to hear these private conversations as well. Depending on
wall thickness, it might even be possible for unintended listeners to hear discussions occurring in the judge’s chambers!
Fortunately the Qt Conference Room Edition provides a privacy solution for any courtroom environment.

The Qt Conference Room Edition consists of a control module, two lighted privacy signs, and a series of direct-field sound
masking emitters. When the judge turns on the control module located at his bench, it powers the sound masking emitters
placed in the ceiling above the juror box and gallery. The emitters add a low level of background sound making human
speech less intelligible. The lighted privacy signs can be installed to face the judge so he knows the system is operating, or
one can be mounted to face the spectators if desired.
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Product features

• Justices can easily turn the system on and
off with the push of a button
• Control module and privacy signs provide clear
indication that the system is activated
• Easy to integrate with other AV systems
• Smooth sound masking ramp up and ramp down to
limit disruptions
• Can be turned on and off for meetings or left running
at all times

What comes with the Qt Conference
Room Edition?
• One wall-mounted ST 1000 control module

• One 4-gang adaptor plate for control module (or EU/UK
3-gang box)
• Two automatically lighted privacy signs
• Two 1-gang adaptor plates for privacy signs
• Two 50 ft (15.2 m) plenum-rated cables for privacy signs
• One power supply

• Energy efficient and consumes less than 7 watts of power

• Eight Qt Emitters

• Straightforward, low-impact installation

• Seven 16 ft (4.8 m) audio cables

• Out-of-the-box support for areas up to 800 square ft.
• Option to add additional emitters for larger areas

• One 50 ft (15.2 m) homerun audio cable
• One hole saw

About Cambridge Sound Management
Cambridge Sound Management, Inc., the global leader in sound masking, manufactures QtPro sound masking systems to
help organizations across multiple industries protect speech privacy, reduce noise distractions, and fuel workplace productivity. Powered by direct-field Quiet Technology, QtPro works by emitting a uniform, barely perceptible background sound
at the frequencies of human speech. Cost effective and easy to install, QtPro is deployed in hundreds of millions of square
feet of space throughout the world including commercial organizations, healthcare facilities, financial services, government
agencies, and educational institutions.
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